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On 12.09.19 Ain Alap received a complaint from Mojibul Kamal Rana, a resident of

Comilla where he stated that he belongs to the gender diverse community.

According to Rana’s statement, he was married to Delowara Begum 10 to 12 years

back who knew about his identity from the very beginning. However, after few years

of their marriage Delowara started maltreatment and putting mental pressure on

Rana. As, by the time they had a child Rana tolerated such behavior for a long time.

Recently, on June, 2019 considering everything Rana decided to dissolve their

marriage and sent a divorce notice accordingly. This made Delowara and her family

really upset and to frame Rana they filed a false case under ‘Nari O Shishu Nirjaton

Ain’ and showed it in a backdate which is 27.05.19.They have forged the date so that

it can be proved that the case was filed before Rana sent divorce notice to

Delowara.  Moreover, by creating pressure upon Rana they also seized 1.5 decimal of

land from him.

CASE  BRIEF



AIN  ALAP  REFLECT ION

Finding no other way, when Rana communicated with Ain Alap (12.09.19), he was

asked to provide relevant documents to assess the merit of the case. Later on, with an

intent to resolve the matter amicably Ain Alap referred the matter to District Legal

Aid Committee (DLAC), Comilla. There, the DLAC officer, Farhana Lokman, Senior

Assistant Judge, Judge Court, Comilla verified the whole matter and proposed to sit

for mediation session on 24 October, 2019. Ain Alap representative attended the

session where both the parties presented their arguments and facts.

 

After a long discussion, both the parties agreed to come into a resolution with certain

terms and conditions (as mentioned below).

DECIS ION

Both the parties agreed to dissolve their marriage amicably

As, Delowara and her family filed a false case against Rana, they agreed to withdraw

the same. Moreover, in front of the DLAC officer opposite party’s lawyer called at the

police station and informed that they will recall the summon, thus the police

shouldn’t harass Rana in any way.

The land property, that Rana transferred to them, the opposite party came to an

agreement that they will transfer one portion to the child and the rest to Rana

Moreover, to ensure equal justice to both the parties, Rana was directed to provide

the kabin (dower money) and maintenance amount to Delowara which is worth

BDT 290,000, and followingly Rana paid the same.

With all these terms and conditions, the solehnama (compromise agreement) was

prepared and both the parties signed the document. Moreover, the opposite party

promised that in future they will in no way harass Rana.  Thus, this case was finally

resolved where both the parties were satisfied with the decision.

 

This was really a complicated case to resolve, but with the help of Sayeedur Rahman,

Manager, Comilla DIC, legal aid officer and support of Ain Alap finally it was resolved.
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